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Agenda
Trademark monitoring 
◦ What is trademark monitoring?
◦ Why monitor? 
◦ Failure to monitor
◦ Benefits/reasons to monitor

Trademark renewals 
◦ Deleting goods and services not in use
◦ Understanding specimen of use requirements
◦ Excusable non-use in the time of COVID

Trademark audits
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What Is Trademark Monitoring? 

Monitoring really means monitoring + enforcement.

While a federal registration has a number of benefits, the 
USPTO does not enforce a trademark owner’s rights. 

◦ The USPTO may preclude others from registering identical or similar marks based on a 
likelihood of confusion. However, the USPTO cannot stop others from using the mark. 

◦ Likewise, they do not always catch every mark that a mark owner may want to 
prevent.

Therefore, it is important that a mark owner actively take 
part in monitoring its trademarks.

◦ Trademark monitoring may take may forms including, cease and desist letters, letters 
of protest, and opposition proceedings 

Additionally, an owner may need to take additional 
enforcement efforts including litigation.
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Scope of a Mark Owner’s Rights

Fanciful
•Fanciful marks are 
terms that are 
completely made 
up, terms that were 
not previously 
existing words

•For example: Xerox

Arbitrary 
•Arbitrary marks are 
existing terms that 
are used for an 
arbitrary purpose 

•For example: Apple 
for computer 
software 

Suggestive
•Suggestive marks 
are protectable, 
however they are 
relatively weak due 
to suggestive nature 
of the mark

•For example: 

Descriptive
•Descriptive marks 
are only protectable 
if they gain 
secondary meaning

•For example:

Generic
•Generic marks are 
not protectable 

•For example: 

• Not all marks enjoy the same protection
• Fanciful and arbitrary marks are stronger
• Suggestive and descriptive marks (that have gained secondary meaning) are weaker
• Generic marks are not protectable 
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Why Monitor?
A mark can become weaker if the owner does not 
enforce its rights. 

For a stronger mark (e.g., fanciful or arbitrary) the mark 
may become weak, or the owner may lose rights to the 
mark if the owner does not enforce its rights.

Additionally, if a mark is already weak, the mark owner 
should monitor the mark to avoid losing rights to the 
mark. 
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Failing to Monitor - Loss of Rights
At the extreme end of the spectrum, a failure to monitor may cause a loss of rights

Abandonment 15 U.S.C. §1127 (Lanham Act §45)
◦ A mark shall be deemed abandoned when either of the following occurs:

◦ (1) …
◦ (2) when any course of conduct of the owner, including acts of omission as 

well as commission, causes the mark to become the generic name for the 
goods or services on or in connection with which it is used or otherwise to 
lose its significance as a mark. Purchaser motivation shall not be a test for 
determining abandonment  under this paragraph. 

Genericism
◦ If a mark becomes the generic term of the goods or services, it may become free for others to use. 
◦ The term “aspirin” was generic for acetylsalicylic acid. Bayer Co. v. United Drug Co., 272 F. 505 (S.D.N.Y. 

1921).  
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Examples 
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Failing to Monitor - Loss of Rights
This provides defenses for subsequent users

◦ Third Party Use See TMEP 1207.01(d)(iii)
◦ Evidence of third-party use falls under the sixth du Pont factor. In re E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 

476 F.2d 1357, 1361, 177 USPQ 563, 567 (C.C.P.A. 1973). 

The mark may be weaker
◦ A mark becomes weak when there the mark is no longer known as the source identifier
◦ If the evidence establishes that the consuming public is exposed to third-party use of similar marks 

on similar goods, it "is relevant to show that a mark is relatively weak and entitled to only a narrow 
scope of protection." Palm Bay Imps., Inc. v. Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Maison Fondee en 1772, 396 
F.3d 1369, 1373-74, 73 USPQ2d 1689, 1693 (Fed. Cir. 2005)

Ultimately, if there are similar marks, consumers may be confused as to the 
source of the goods or services. As such, consumers may buy a competitor’s 
good or services under the impression that it is the original provider. 

If a mark is not timely enforced, the senior user may be precluded from 
enforcing its rights or have a limited recovery. 15 U.S.C. §1115(b)(9). 
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Benefits/Reasons to Monitor

Avoid a loss of goodwill

Duty to police 
◦ Stuart Spector Designs, Ltd. v. Fender Musical Instruments Corp., 94 USPQ2d 

1549 (TTAB 2009).

Avoid confusion among consumers

Strengthen the mark (i.e. avoid additional similar 
marks in the field)

Avoid dilution of your trademarks
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Practical Tools to Help Monitoring Marks

Periodic Web Searches by: 
◦ In-house counsel 
◦ Outside counsel
◦ Vendors

Types of Watch Services
◦ Worldwide Watch:  reports newly published trademark applications 

worldwide
◦ Domain Name Watch:  reports domain names
◦ Web Watch: identifies instances of potential misuse of the mark
◦ Social Media Watches: trademarks used as a username
◦ Google alerts
◦ Specialized services
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Trademark Maintenance 
Unlike the finite terms that apply to copyrights and 
patents, trademarks rights can exist in perpetuity 
provided there is use

Trademark registrations are subject to periodic renewal 
requirements – which differ by jurisdiction (i.e. federal, 
state, international).

In the U.S., evidence of continued use is required for 
renewal
◦ Use required for “each and every” good and service
◦ Specimen requirements are extremely technical and not 

intuitive 
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Trademark Maintenance Filings
Section 8 – A declaration of (continued) use (or excusable nonuse) due 
between the 5th & 6th year after registration and with every subsequent 
registration renewal together with specimens.

Section 9 – An application for renewal due on or between the ninth (9th) 
and tenth (10th) anniversaries of the registration, and each successive 
ten-year period thereafter and filed together with a Section 8 Declaration 
of Use and specimens.

Section 15 –A Declaration of Incontestability due between the 5th & 6th 
year after registration.  Not available to all registrants. 
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Trademark Renewals: Sections 8 & 9

In the U.S. trademark rights derive from use and proof of 
use is required to maintain U.S. trademark registrations –
including registrations obtained based upon foreign 
registrations.

Most OUS registrations do not require proof of use for 
renewal – U.S. is relative unique

Affidavit or Declaration of Use must:
◦ assert that the mark is in use in commerce as of the time of filing;
◦ Identify the specific goods and services in registration for which use 

continues;
◦ Be accompanied by specimens demonstrating current use of the mark in 

each covered class
◦ Pay the required PTO fee
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Understanding Trademark Specimens

PTO is extremely particular in evaluating specimens demonstrating 
use in commerce

Trademark must appear in sufficient proximity to goods or 
description of services that consumers will make the connection 
between the two

While you are only required to submit one specimen of use per 
class, you must certify that you are making actual use on each and 
every good or service covered by registration, or delete 
goods/services not in use

Increasing PTO audits mean registrants should be prepared to file 
additional specimens to demonstrate use in response to PTO 
request
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Proper Trademark Use for Goods
PTO focus is on making sure mark appears in sufficient proximity to 
goods that consumers will make connection between mark and goods

Examples of what works:
◦ Tags or labels attached to the goods
◦ Packaging for goods
◦ In store displays
◦ Photographs of mark appearing on the goods themselves
◦ Catalogs and webpages that show mark in close proximity to goods 

and in close proximity to way to order/purchase the goods

◦ If the nature of the goods makes such placement impracticable, then 
on documents associated with the goods or their sale
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Specimens of Use Evidence for 
Goods

Infomercials (if product can be ordered during or after 
broadcast)

Catalogs and webpages (if show way to order/purchase 
goods)

New requirements -- online specimens must reflect the URL 
and the date of capture. (37 C.F.R. §2.56(c)).

What DOESN’T work?
◦ Advertising (unless it provides a way to purchase the goods)
◦ Price lists, publicity releases, announcements, web pages without links 

to purchase, listings in trade directories, product spec sheets, invoices, 
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Proper Trademark Use for Services

Mark must be used or displayed in the sale or advertising of 
services in a manner that allows purchasers to connect the 
two (37 C.F.R. §2.56(b)(2)).

TMEP Section 1301.02
◦ “While a service mark does not have to be displayed in any 

particular size or degree of prominence, it must be used in a 
way that makes a commercial impression separate and apart 
from the other elements of the advertising matter or other 
material upon which it is used….”

◦ “The proposed mark must not blend so well with other matter 
on the specimen that it is difficult or impossible to discern 
what the mark is…”
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Specimens of Use Evidence for Services

Acceptable specimens
◦ Newspaper and magazine advertisements
◦ Brochures and direct mail advertising
◦ Billboards, posters, leaflets, circulars, fliers
◦ Webpages
◦ Retail store signage
◦ Catering menus (for catering) or menus (for restaurant services)

Unacceptable specimens
◦ Printer’s proofs
◦ General articles (that aren’t an offer of sale) 
◦ Business documents, i.e., letterhead, business cards, invoices (unless mark is displayed 

together with explanation of services)
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Deleting Goods and Services Not in Use

A Trademark must be in use for all goods and services specified in the registration
◦ “Use in commerce” required to obtain federal trademark 

registration
◦ A bona fide use of a mark in the ordinary course of trade -- not 

merely use to reserve a right in a mark (“token” use) see 
Procter & Gamble v. Johnson & Johnson 485 F. Supp. 1185 
(S.D.N.Y. 1979)

Goods/services not offered must be deleted at time of filing Declaration of Use or 
renewal

Important to know about USPTO’s Post Registration Proof of Use Audit Program 
launched November 2017 - See 37 C.F.R §§2.161(h), 7.37(h).
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USPTO Post Registration Audit Program

Rationale:  TM Register in the US is a use-based Register and 
inaccurate/improper use claims muddy the register and can 
block future applications and diminish ability of register to 
provide adequate notice of trademark rights

If PTO audits your registration, you will be required to 
provide use of the mark for additional goods/services in the 
registration

Audit program (originally launched as a pilot in 2012) 
resulted in cancellation/removal of goods/services from 
registrations in more than 50% of audited registrations

Registrations based on foreign marks are at greatest risk 
(not of audit – since it is random, but of impact from audit)
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USPTO Post Registration Audit Program – Best Practices

In view of PTO Audit program -- Important to maintain 
evidence of use in your files for as many categories/types of 
goods/services you can 

Consider setting up a periodic specimen identification and 
retrieval system for your key trademarks around the world 
to avoid the need to backtrack under duress – could include 
webpage captures

Consider appointing one person inhouse responsible for 
creating and maintaining library of specimens of use around 
the world
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Understanding Affidavits of Use (risks)

Affidavits of Continued Use/Incontestability are 
signed under penalty of perjury
◦ Civil and criminal penalties -- 18 U.S.C. §1001

If challenged, registrations can be vulnerable to 
cancellation
◦ In event of a PTO audit -- for specific goods as to which 

use cannot be proved
◦ In event of a third party challenge – registration can be 

cancelled in its entirety if declarations claiming use were 
filed fraudulently
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Understanding Acceptable Non-Use for Renewal

If the mark is not in use as of deadline, the affidavit 
must:

◦ set forth the goods and services recited in the registration 
on or in connection with which the mark is not in use in 
commerce;

◦ include a showing that any nonuse is due to special 
circumstances which excuse such nonuse and is not due 
to any intention to abandon the mark; and

◦ be accompanied by the fee prescribed by the Director.
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Excusable Non-Use 37 C.F.R. § 2.161
A declaration for excusable nonuse must show 

1) that nonuse of the mark is due to special circumstances that excuse such nonuse, and
2) that the nonuse is not due to any intention to abandon the mark

• The affidavit should normally specify: (1) the reason for 
nonuse; (2) the length of time the mark has not been in use; 
(3) what steps are being taken to reinstate use in commerce; 
(4) when use of the mark can be expected to be resumed; 
and (5) any other facts that the registrant considers relevant. 

• If the USPTO determines that the facts set forth do not 
establish excusable nonuse, the owner may file 
supplementary evidence or explanation, within the response 
period set forth in the Office action. TMEP § 1604.11
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Excusable Non-Use in the Time of COVID

Subsection 12004(a) of the CARES Act provides that 
the USPTO may toll, waive adjust or modify any 
timing deadline including deadlines to file 
declaration of use and renewals
◦ The USPTO set out extensions for several deadlines 

including a Statement of Use, from March 27, 2020 – May 
31, 2020. 

Abandonment: requires non-use (for 3+ years) 
PLUS no-intent to resume 
◦ With COVID many businesses are not voluntarily closed
◦ Many have an intent to resume when situations improve
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Excusable Non-Use in the Time of COVID

U.S. values property rights – and the preservation of 
property
If you can articulate a rationale and justifiable reason 
for non-use, the PTO is likely to be more receptive than 
in the past
Gather your facts, and help your lawyer make your case 
for excusable non-use
◦ Forced government closures
◦ Inability to get loans or funding to reopen
◦ Forced layoffs
◦ Environmental damage due to recent hurricanes, fires, 

protests…
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Understanding Incontestability – Section 15

A mark is eligible for incontestability if:
◦ It has been registered and in continuous use for five consecutive years post registration

◦ there has been no final decision adverse to the owner’s claim of ownership of such mark for 
such goods or services, or to the owner’s right to register the same or to keep the same on the 
register;

◦ there is no proceeding involving said rights pending in the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office or in a court and not finally disposed of; and

◦ an affidavit is filed with the Director within one year after the expiration of any such five-year 
period; and

The Affidavit filed must attest to each of these requirements and must be 
submitted with the required fees. 37 CFR § 2.167. 
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Benefits of Incontestability

Once incontestable, a mark may only be challenged on 
limited grounds:
◦ Abandonment
◦ Fraud in the procurement
◦ Genericness

Challenge based on descriptiveness no longer available

BUT you can still challenge scope of rights in an 
incontestable mark

Incontestability =/= strength
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Trademark Audits

Generally, it is helpful to have an ongoing 
conversation with the client to ensure that the 
client’s trademarks cover all of the goods and 
services in the appropriate jurisdictions.

Time to conduct an audit:
◦ Acquiring an existing portfolio 
◦ Periodically throughout the representation
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Procedural Audits

It is important to understand the status of each 
trademark application or registration, including:

◦ Ownership
◦ Coverage
◦ Liens
◦ Assignments
◦ Licenses
◦ Settlement/coexistence agreements

Procedural audits review any:
◦ Upcoming deadlines (e.g. Office Actions, deadline to claim convention 

priority, statements of use, etc.)
◦ Renewals (e.g. §§ 8, 9, and 15)
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Substantive Audits 
Review the goods and services associated with the 
registrations
◦ Do they cover all of the client’s existing products?
◦ Are the classes all appropriate? 
◦ Are all goods/services covered?
◦ Are there new marks that the client should register?
◦ Consider Intent to Use applications for new goods/services

Geographic scope
◦ Do the registrations cover all countries where the client 

provides goods/services?
◦ Is the client looking to expand into a new market in the near 

future?
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Questions?
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